
THE JAZZ AGE 2 ESSAY

Examples of turmoil are World War I and World War II. The Jazz Age did not let the bad times affect them. They are
many ways that this time period is considered .

From the early s, however, the dance scene produced a variety of eccentric trends. Dancing became more
informal - close of the nineteenth century in the unpleasant dance halls and whorehouses of the South and
Midwest where the word Jazz commonly meant sexual intercourse One of the reasons for the tragedy is the
corrupting influence of greed on Gatsby. And it 's just very preventable. From courting and dating, the
etiquette of women, to the changing of our education. Flappers were known for their style and the widespread
popularization of new cultural trends that accompanied it. The Jazz Age was the greatest era in American
history because of the characteristics and the economic prosperity that defined the s as well as the styles and
behaviors of the people who lived during this time, as seen through the characters in F The Jazz Age itself was
a glamorous time for America, but through further research it is apparent that much despair and convolution
was present under the surface of the era. Famous for his innovative methods of playing the trumpet and cornet,
he was also a highly talented singer blessed with a powerful voice. In the Baroque era one of the most
important establishments was the concept of contrast The African Americans during this time period had a
huge influence on the American society. African Americans were not free until the end of the Civil war.
Female singers such as Bessie Smith emerged during this period of postwar equality and open sexuality,
paving the way for future female artists. People loved to have fun and be carefree. Origins and Proliferation In
its time, eugenics was touted as scientific and progressive, the natural application of knowledge about
breeding to the arena of human life. Perhaps ironically, however, this movement that explored racial questions
and themes seemed to exclude African-American writers of the time. The Jazz Age happened after WW1.
Huge, dark eyes heavily outlined in mascara and kohl-rimmed, were in style. Most of these guests are simply
there to enjoy the glamour which they believe to be the American Dream. This optimism and overall good
spirit led to new inventions and technological advances, predominately in the entertainment industry. Scott
Fitzgerald for several reasons. This support often took the form of patronage or publication.


